
Jeppesen Tailored Charts for Front Panel Avionics
Multiple access options for your tailored charts delivers greater flexibility 
and efficiency.
For many decades, we’ve worked closely with our customers to modify standard Jeppesen coverages and charts (including 

creating full custom charts) to meet the various unique requirements of operators around the world.

These “tailored” services were first delivered in paper format and then transitioned to mobile devices/EFBs. The evolution 

continues as Jeppesen tailored charts can now be integrated with select front panel avionics. 

This capability gives pilots more options to choose where and when they view their tailored mission critical information. Flight deck 

efficiency is improved because different data can be displayed on different devices to get a more complete picture of the flight 

profile and the next phase of flight. 

 e Crews have more options and flexibility in displaying 

information. All charts within a coverage (tailored and 

standard) can be accessed independently, either on EFBs 

or the front panel.

 e More efficient workflows are possible because the flight 

deck crew can work independently as needed to plan and 

execute their tasks.

 e There’s less paper on the flight deck with all of your 

standard and tailored charts available on the front panel 

and backup EFBs.

 e Pilots identify mission or company relevant data more easily 

and are able to focus more on flying. That means less 

heads-down time and more situational awareness.

 e Redundancy, redundancy, redundancy. Independent 

systems and data distribution processes between mobile 

and avionics provides less disruption to flight operations in 

the rare event one encounters issues.
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Learn more about what we offer.

To learn more about how tailored charts services for front panel avionics can help your operation, please contact your account representative or 

visit jeppesen.com/tld_charts_avionics

System Requirements
 e Tailored chart services  e Available for use with Honeywell Primus Epic INAV avionics—

tailored chart integration with additional systems is in work

http://ww1.jeppesen.com/aviation/products/tailored-charts/tailored-charts.jsp

